Are the intramolecular O-H···F and O-H···Cl hydrogen bonds maintained in solution? A theoretical study.
The present case study aims at calculating the equilibrium conformer compositions for 2X-ethanol and 2X-phenol (X = F, Cl) in solution, and exploring the effect of the applied theoretical method and basis set on the obtained results, as well as considering the usefulness of the continuum solvent approach in comparison with the explicit solvent Monte Carlo model utilizing the free energy perturbation method. Gas-phase optimizations at the DFT/B97D/aug-cc-pvtz and ab initio MP2/aug-cc-pvtz levels predicted structures in good agreement with the available experimental data for three test molecules. Because in-solution geometries change only slightly according to the IEF-PCM continuum solvent calculations in carbon tetrachloride and water, the two theoretical levels were applied further on, and complete basis set (CBS) relative internal free energies were estimated for the conformers under study. The predicted OCCF gauche/trans ratio for 2F-ethanol was well reproduced in comparison with available experimental compositions. The predominant gauche structure maintains an intramolecular hydrogen bond in carbon tetrachloride (HB structure), whereas HB and NoHB gauche conformers appear in nearly the same fraction in aqueous solution. The internally hydrogen-bonded conformer is predominant also for 2X-phenol species, as calculated on the basis of relative CBS internal free energies and IEF-PCM and FEP/MC solvation free energies. Use of a trihydrate supermolecule model for 2F-ethanol conformers leads to the prediction of the aqueous-solution composition in contrast to the experiment. Solution structure modeling predicts weak hydrogen-bond formation capacity for both the covalently bound F and Cl atoms, even in conformations where they are fully exposed to hydration.